30-second PSA: Moment of silence planned for domestic violence victim
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PSA, 30 seconds

MOMENT OF SILENCE PLANNED FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIM

SEVERAL CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS WILL HOLD A MOMENT OF SILENCE ON THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA OVAL TUESDAY, NOV. 10, AT 11 A.M. TO HONOR THE MEMORY OF JOSIE SALOIS, AN ALLEGED VICTIM OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. THE WOMEN’S CENTER, STUDENT ASSAULT RECOVERY SERVICE, PROS AND KYI-YO ARE SPONSORING THE EVENT. IN ADDITION, KYI-YO WILL HAVE A TABLE RAISING MONEY FOR SALOIS’S DAUGHTER NOV. 11-12 IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER. CALL KATE AT THE WOMEN’S CENTER AT 243-4153 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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